
STORY PHASE TO CHALLENGE PHASE TRANSITION 

Story phase is about your character’s decisions.  The GM will not block plausible 
intentions in story phase, but they will complicate things with twists, dilemmas and 
consequences.  There is no mechanical challenge resolution to worry about during 
story phase, allowing the players and the GM to focus on advancing the story 
towards decisive points defined by character goals.   

The intent is to highlight the decisions characters make – which goals they pursue, 
and how they choose to approach their problems, rather than bog down in details 
when the situation isn’t immediately relevant to what the characters care about 
most – their goals. 
 
 
Example:  The characters have just overcome an ambush by zombie Nazi soldiers.   
The next story phase proceeds.  The story seed rolled is ‘an obligation’.  The GM 
mixes this in as: “…their local guide, injured in the fighting, was actually mortally 
wounded and with his dying breath beseeches  them to free his captured 
compatriots from the Nazi fortress, and destroy the source of the zombie menace” 
 
They decide to honor the dead guides request and press on.  Some characters set goals 
of rescuing the prisoners, others – destroying the zombie menace.  Upon arriving at the 
castle, they observe truck loads of Nazi soldiers, equipment, and yes – more zombies – 
entering and leaving.  Quickly waylaying a truck, they dispatch the drivers and take their 
clothes.  In disguise, they bluff their way into the fortress. 
 
Once inside, they sneak around, until they discover two things – a dungeon where 
prisoners are awaiting the zombification ritual, and the presence of several very high-
ranking Nazi staff – very much on the Allied hit list.  Eliminating them would be a huge 
blow for the Nazis!  But they are outnumbered; with surprise their only advantage.  Do 
they concentrate on the prisoners, the Nazi officers, or try to achieve both aims?   
 
They decide to concentrate on the prisoners – the enemy generals will not die this day.  
(Story phase is about choices and consequences.)  They plan to set off explosives in the 
munitions dump as a distraction, and then break out the prisoners.  When this action is 
about to go down, the GM shifts the game into challenge phase and the dice come out… 
	  


